
Anglesea Dolphins Week 16, 20th July – 26th August  

 

Once again your Monday run is the hard one for the week so make sure you push yourself to take the intensity up in the 80% efforts and try not to slow 

down too much for the recovery. Keep working hard in your core workouts and try to make sure you do everything with control rather than rushing through 

it and trying to get it done fast. Sundays session is very similar to last week except with a little bit more running involved. Remember Sunday is focused on 

skills rather than working really hard but it is always good to practice your skills while you are working hard too. 

 

 Board Swim Run Other Notes 

Monday  Swim 2.5-
3km 

20min  20min as 
10 x (1min @60, 1min @80) 
Consistency between efforts, make sure there is a difference in speed not 
just effort. 

Tuesday    Home Core 5 You should know what you are in for this time through the session so 
make sure you push yourself to do your best at each exercise 

Wednesday  Swim 2.5-
3km 

20min  20mins as 
5min @60, 5min @70, 5min @80, 5min @60 
Build through the first 15mins. Last 5 can be used as cool down 

Thursday    Home Core 6 Continuous core again for this month let me know if it is becoming too 
easy and I will show you how to make it harder! 

Friday  Swim 2.5-
3km 

 Stretching 
30min 

Remember you can stretch any night/day as well as Friday.  
If you would like some help with what stretches to do make sure you send 
me an email! 

Saturday     Rest  

Sunday 1 hour of  
Board, run, 
wade. 

   Board is just to out the back, turn around and catch a wave in. When you 
get to the beach, run up drop your board, run up to the fence and wade 
back out to dolphining depth. Turn around, body surf a wave in and grab 
your board and repeat. 


